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1.0 Introduction 
 
ADW Johnson has been engaged by Hynken Pty Limited (“the proponent”) to prepare 
and lodge a Section 4.55(1A) modification application with Central Coast Council 
(“Council”), to make some minor internal lot boundary adjustments to DA/771/2007/B and 
to update Section 7.11 contribution and credits in accordance with current standards.  
 
The following statement has been prepared pursuant to Section 4.55(1A) of the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) and addresses the 
necessary issues that require assessment to assist Council in making a determination on the 
subject application. 
 
Consent was received on 25th February 2008 for a 30 lot Torrens Title Residential Subdivision 
of Lot 54 DP7091 and Lot 55 DP658429, 259-269 and 275-281 Warnervale Road, and Lot 
1303 DP1093943, 7 Dehavilland Circuit, Hamlyn Terrace. This was subsequently modified a 
number of times, with the latest represented in version B, approved 23rd November 2017 for 
31 lots. The subject development has physically commenced through the clearing, bulk 
earthworks, partial road completion and extension of the sewer main approved under 
Subdivision Construction Certificate (SCC) 1/2010.   
 
Since approval of the development 13 years ago, it has become apparent that the 
market conditions surrounding desirable affordable residential properties has changed, 
resulting in a need for smaller allotments. With this in mind, the proposed modifications 
include amending internal lot boundaries to accommodate a more efficient layout for 
DA/422/1998/C over the adjoining property to the west for which a concurrent 
modification is also lodged. As part of the proposed modifications, no additional 
allotments are created.  
 
The amendments will not increase the development footprint, allotments, net 
developable area, or alter the approved road layout and key infrastructure. The proposed 
modification therefore relies on the deemed acceptability of the existing reports and 
information approved as part of DA/771/2007/B and as such, only includes a proposed 
modified subdivision plan. 
 
Included within the proposed amendments, is a request to update the Section 7.11 
contributions and associated land and works credits in line with current land values 
provided for under the Warnervale Contributions Plan (CP) which was adopted post 
consent. 
 
Overall, the proposed development continues to comply with all relevant provisions of the 
previous Wyong Local Environmental Plan (LEP) 1991 (to which it was originally assessed 
against), as well as the current Wyong LEP 2013. The development also achieves the aims 
and objectives of the Wyong Development Control Plan (DCP) 2013. Where variations are 
proposed to DCP controls, they have been supported with evidence to ensure the 
objectives of the control continue to be met.   
 
The following report also demonstrates that the proposed development can be assessed 
by Council under the parameters of Section 4.55(1A) given that the amendments 
proposed are of minor environmental impact and continue to represent a development 
which is “substantially the same” as that originally approved.  
 
On this basis, Council is requested to approve the modification of DA/771/2007/B. 
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2.0 The Site 
 
2.1 LOCATION 
 
The subject site is located on the south-east corner of Warnervale Road and Louisiana 
Road in Hamlyn Terrace, opposite the Uniting Starrett Lodge Aged Care Facility and 
surrounded on all other sides by similar low density residential subdivisions (see Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1:  Locality Map 

 
Whilst the site includes Lot 54 DP7091, the only aspects of this land are the approved 
residue lots along the eastern boundary of this site. Under a concurrent modification for 
DA/422/1998/C, these will be amended slightly as shown within Figure 3. 
 
2.2 LAND TITLE 
 
The subject site is identified as Lot 55 in Deposited Plan 658429, containing a total of 3.804 
hectares, and Lot 1303 in Deposited Plan 1093943 containing a total of 2,129m2. Residue 
lots approved (and proposed to be modified) under DA/422/1998/C within Lot 54 in 
Deposited Plan 7091, contain a total area of 1,430.7m2.   
 
Copies of the Deposited Plans are provided in Appendix 2. 
 
2.3 OWNERSHIP 
 
Lot 54 in Deposited Plan 7091; Lot 55 in Deposited Plan 658429; and Lot 1303 in Deposited 
Plan 1093943 are all owned by Hynken Pty Limited whose owners consent is provided as a 
letter of authority accompanying the application.  
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Copies of the Certificate of Title are provided in Appendix 3.  
 
2.4 PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
 
2.4.1  Site 
 
The site has a road frontage of 85.5m to Warnervale Road and adjoins an approved 
residential subdivision under the same ownership to the west. The site also surrounds a 
local heritage listed dwelling over 271 Warnervale Road, Hamlyn Terrace.  
 
The site is currently vacant, however earthworks and roadworks have commenced in line 
with the abovementioned SCC. 
 
2.4.2  Access & Services 
 
The subject site has access to Warnervale Road, Peony Place, Lotus Terrace and 
Dehavilland Circuit. New accesses have also been approved under the subdivision to 
create a connection between the two (2) ends of Lotus Terrace (eastern: existing, and 
western: approved under DA/422/1998/C). A new road (“Road No. 1”) has also been 
approved to connect to the approved Road No. 1 off Dehavilland Circuit under 
DA/422/1998/C. 
 
Services are also available to all allotments through extensions from existing roads along 
the approved road network.  
 
2.4.3  Topography & Watercourses 
 
The subject site falls slightly from the north and south towards two (2) first order 
watercourses which cross the site and join to a second order watercourse generally within 
the centre of the site. Under the approved development, these are contained within 
allotments for open space and drainage (Lots 232, 233 and 234) and are to be dedicated 
to Council. 
 
2.4.4  Vegetation  
 
The site has been cleared of the majority of vegetation as approved under the subject 
consent. Vegetation does however, exist across Lots 232, 233 and 234, with this being 
unaffected by the proposed amendments.   
 
2.4.5 Context  
 
The subject site is located within Hamlyn Terrace and is surrounded on all sides by low 
density residential subdivisions. The subject site is one of the last in the suburb to be 
developed, along with the adjoining site to the west which is also owned by the 
proponent and which is also approved as a residential subdivision under DA/422/1998/C.  
 
Figure 2 illustrates the current site and surrounds. 
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Figure 2: Aerial Image 
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3.0 Description of the Proposed Modification 
 
The proposed Torrens Title modified subdivision results in the following amendments: 
 

 Minor internal lot boundary changes to Stage 4; and 
 Updating of Section 7.11 contributions and associated land credits. 

 
These changes are represented in Figure 3, where the red dashed line shows the proposed 
allotment boundaries against the currently approved layout in grey solid lines. A 
concurrent amendment is also lodged for the adjoining site (DA/422/1998/C). 
 

 
Figure 3:  Existing Approved Layout and Proposed Amended Layout for DA/422/1998/C 

and DA/771/2007/B 
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The following table details the proposed amendments in detail: 
 

 Current Proposed Amendment 

Stage 1 2 residential lots 
Lots 230 & 231 

2 residential lots 
Lots 230 & 231 No change 

Stage 2 5 residential lots 
Lots 201-205 

5 residential lots 
Lots 201-205 No change 

Stage 3 15 residential lots 
Lots 206-220 

15 residential lots 
Lots 206-220 No change 

Stage 4 9 residential lots 
Lots 221-229 

9 residential lots 
Lots 221-229 

Minor internal 
boundary 
changes 

Open Space 
(local park) 

Pt Lot 233 
2,000m2 

Pt Lot 233 
2,000m2 No change 

Open Space 
(drainage) 

Pt Lot 233 
1.1ha 

Pt Lot 233 
1.1ha No change 

Drainage Lot Lot 232 
5,019m2 

Lot 232 
5,019m2 No change 

Drainage Lot Lot 234 
1,764m2 

Lot 234 
1,764m2 No change 

Minimum Lot 
Size Proposed 453.3m2 452.3m2 -1m2 

Total 34 lots 34 lots No change 
 
Further to the above, the development footprint, road layout and key infrastructure 
remains the same. All allotments also continue to meet the 450m2 minimum lot size. 
 
An amended plan detailing the above is provided in Appendix 1. 
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4.0 Details and Justification for the Proposed 
 Modification 
 
4.1 PURPOSE FOR MODIFICATION 
 
4.1.1 Internal Lot Boundary Changes 
 
The intention behind the proposed modification is to accommodate an improved lot 
layout and inclusion of smaller more affordable lots over DA/422/1998/C. This will be 
achieved by making minor internal lot boundary changes to the Stage 4 lots. The resulting 
lots still meet the 450m2 minimum lot size requirement of the Wyong LEP 2013 as well as the 
objectives of Council’s DCP – discussed in further detail below.  
 
Whilst the adjusted allotments are slightly smaller, they remain regular in their shape and 
easily able to accommodate future complying housing. 
 
The proposed modifications will have minimal or no environmental impacts given that they 
require: 
 

 No additional lots; 
 No additional works; 
 No additional clearing; 
 No additional landscaping; and 
 No additional reports required as they have been previously completed and 

approved under the original DA and have satisfactorily addressed all issues. 
 
The proposal generally relates to a procedural modification to DA/771/2007/B involving 
the shuffling of internal lot boundaries within a site already approved for residential 
development with the aim of creating a wider range and more affordable allotments, 
generally occurring over DA/422/1998/C. 
 
4.1.2 Section 7.11 Contributions 
 
The original development was approved prior to the current Warnervale District 
Contribution Plan, when the land values adopted were over inflated and consequently, 
land to be dedicated to Council was overvalued. On 14th March 2018, Council advised 
the proponent that due to this over valuation, credits for land to be dedicated to Council 
would not be honoured at the previous rate but instead would be honoured at the 
current Warnervale District Contribution Plan. An extract if this correspondence is provided 
below:  
 

The contributions for these two development consents were calculated under 
previous versions of the Warnervale District Contributions Plan and are fix under the 
consents and cannot be changed except for indexing. The contributions payable 
are much higher than the contributions that would be applied under the current 
Warnervale District Contributions Plan 2015. Many of the contributions in the existing 
consent are based on inflated land values, which Council will no longer use for the 
calculation of credits. 
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Thus, the only viable way to proceed is for the existing contributions to be offset to 
the extent necessary to achieve the same financial position as if the contributions 
and credits were calculated under the current Warnervale District Contributions 
Plan for the subject developments.  

 
A full copy of this correspondence is provided within Appendix 4. 
 
In accordance with Council’s correspondence, the subject modification therefore seeks 
to apply the current provisions under the Warnervale District Contributions Plan.  
 
Under the subject consent, and the current Warnervale District Contributions Plan, the 
following land is required to be dedicated to Council (rates as per Council 
correspondence of 14th March 2018): 
 

Land Summary Ref Unit 
Value Units Length Width Area credit 

value 

   
Dec-
2017  m m   

Open Space 
Land 

Part Lot 55 DP658429 
(Proposed Pt 233) S11-2 $91,371 ha   0.2 -$18,274 

Drainage Land 
Part Lot 55 DP658429 
(Proposed Lot 232, 

233 & Pt 233) 
dC8 $91,371 ha   0.88 -$80,525 

Warnervale Rd 
widening 

(dedication) 

85.5m x 2m (2m 
widening shown on 

approved plan) 
R49-8 $46 m2 85.5 2  -$7,866 

 
The above is requested to be added as a credit to the amended contributions. 
 
Under the subject consent, and the current Warnervale District Contributions Plan, the 
following works are required: 
 

Works Summary Ref Unit 
Value Units Length Width credit 

value 

   
Dec-
2017  m m  

Off Road 
Cycleway 

Off road cycleway from 
Peony Close to De Havilland 

Circ.  $258 linear 
metres 110  -$28,325 

Drainage 
Channel 

construction 

East-west across Lot 55 DP 
658429 (dC8) 

Channel 
C $493,248 linear 

metres 130  -$493,248 

Drainage 
Channel 

construction 

Junction of main E-W channel 
from western 

boundary to southern 
boundary of Lot 55 DP 658429 
(dC8) - Constructed as part 

of upstream channel 

Channel 
C2 0 linear 

metres 201  $0 

Warnervale Rd 
pavement 
widening 

85.5m  x 3m R49-8 $113 m2 85.5 3 -$28,984.5 

Warnervale Rd 
cycleway 

Credit available to widen 
required footpaths by 1 m to 
construct cycleway  i.e. 2.5m 
cycleway width minus 1.5 m 

footpath width 

R49-8 $129 linear 
metres 85.5 1 -$11,029.5 
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The Applicant will enter into a Works in Kind Agreement (WIK) with Council with regards to 
the above works. It is understood that under Council’s Draft WIK policy, negotiations in this 
regard can form part of the assessment process. As such, we request that this be initiated. 
 
4.2 CONDITIONS REQUIRING AMENDMENT 
 
To accommodate the proposed modifications, the following conditions require 
amendment (red = additions; strikethrough = deletions): 
 
Condition 1 – Approved Plans (amend) 
 
The development is to be undertaken in accordance with the approved development 
plans and specifications, project number 22377, Drawing number SB05, Revision A, dated 
19.4.17, drawn by Trehy Ingold Neate, 190717, Drawing ESK-005, Revision A, dated 
30.03.2021, drawn by ADW Johnson except as modified by any conditions of this consent, 
and any amendments in red.  
 

 Stage 1: Lots 230 and 231 and associated road works  
 Stage 2: Lots 201 – 205 and associated road works  
 Stage 3: Lots 221 and 229 and associated road works  
 Stage 4: Lots 206 – 220 and associated road works  

 
Contributions apply to the issues of the Subdivision Certificate for each respective stage. 
 
Reason: To refer to the proposed amended plans. 
 
Condition 4 – Contributions (amend) 
 
Prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate Subdivision Certificate, the payment to 
Council of developer contributions as calculated in the formula below:  
 
Developer contribution = $1,665,551.82  $755,468 X Current CPI ÷ Base CPI  
 
where “Current CPI” is the Consumer Price Index (All Groups Index) for Sydney as 
published by the Australian Statistician at the time of payment of developer contributions 
pursuant to this condition, and “Base CPI” is the Consumer Price Index (All Groups Index) 
for Sydney as published by the Australian Statistician at the date of this consent.  
 
This condition is imposed pursuant to Section 94 of the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979. 
 
Note: The monetary contributions imposed under this condition have been reduced by 
$106,665 which represents the value of the drainage and open space land to be 
dedicated under Condition 61 and road widening land to be dedicated under Condition 
16. The value of this land has been determined in accordance with the Warnervale District 
Development Contributions Plan.  
 
‘Section 7.11 contributions may be satisfied by the value of works as part of a “Works in 
Kind” agreement with Council. Works in kind to be carried out shall be agreed to by 
Council in writing prior to the payment of the contributions and issue of a construction 
certificate (related to the works in kind). All such agreements shall be in accordance with 
Council’s policies.’ 
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Reason: To apply the current contributions payable under the Warnervale CP and Shire 
Wide CP (based on December 2017 rates); and to confirm payment of contributions is 
required prior to Subdivision Certificate as indicated in Condition 1.  
 
The subject site is located within Catchment C2 under the Warnervale CP where 
contributions payable as of December 2017 were $28,737.77 per allotment (minus one 
credit for the existing lot) as follows: 
 

• (31-1) x $28,737.77 = $862,133.10 
 
Taking into account the following land credits: 
 

 Open Space Land: Condition 61 (S11-2): -$18,274 
 Drainage Land: Condition 61 (dC8): -$80,525 
 Warnervale Rd widening: Condition 16 (R49-8): -$7,866 
 Total Land Credits: -$106,665 

 
The total contributions payable as of December 2017 were $755,468. 
 
It is noted that indexation will need to be applied to the above rates since December 
2017.  
 
Condition 26 – Small Park (delete) 
 
The submission of a design prior to the issue of the Construction Certificate for stage 3 for 
the small park identified in part Lot 233. Details to include the pathway extension over the 
drainage course for access from Peony Close.  
 
Reason: It is understood that Council may no longer require this local park, noting it has 
been removed from the Draft Warnervale CP.   
 
Condition 64 – Mine Subsidence Board (delete) 
 
Compliance with the general terms of approval of the Mine Subsidence Board as outlined 
in their correspondence dated 1 June 2017 (attached).  
 
Reason: The site is no longer located within a mine subsidence district, or subject to 
underground coal mining (see Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Subsidence Advisory Mapping (Source: NSW Planning Portal) 
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5.0 Requirements for a Section 4.55(1A) Modification 
 
5.1 RELEVANT ISSUES UNDER SECTION 4.55(1A) OF THE EP&A ACT 
 
To lodge an amendment under Section 4.55(1A) of the Act, the applicant needs to prove 
that the modification will involve minimal environmental impact, as follows: 
 
“(1A) Modifications involving minimal environmental impact 
 
A consent authority may, on application being made by the applicant or any other 
person entitled to act on a consent granted by the consent authority and subject to and 
in accordance with the regulations, modify the consent if:  
 
(a) it is satisfied that the proposed modification is of minimal environmental impact, and 
 
The proposed modifications make minor internal lot boundary changes to lots within Stage 
4 only. No additional lots, footprint, roads or key infrastructure require amending. With this 
in mind, the modifications will have no environmental impacts. 
 
(b) it is satisfied that the development to which the consent as modified relates is 

substantially the same development as the development for which the consent was 
originally granted and before that consent as originally granted was modified (if at all), 
and 

 
The proposed amendments to the layout are minor in nature, and do not represent any 
additional use or intensification to that which was originally approved. The amendments 
continue to allow the site to be developed as a low density residential subdivision albeit in 
a slightly amended internal lot layout configuration. Further, there is no extension to the 
approved footprint or impacts. 
 
Taking these factors into consideration, the modifications proposed will continue to 
represent a development which is substantially the same as that originally approved. 
 
(c) it has notified the application in accordance with: 
  

(i) the regulations, if the regulations so require, or 
(ii) a development control plan, if the consent authority is a council that has made 

a development control plan that requires the notification or advertising of 
applications for modification of a development consent, and 

 
(d) it has considered any submissions made concerning the proposed modification within 

any period prescribed by the regulations or provided by the development control 
plan, as the case may be”. 

 
Given the minor nature of the amendments proposed, notification would not be 
necessary in accordance with DCP Chapter 1.2 Notification of Development Proposals 
which states:  
 

“Public notification of applications lodged under s.96(1A) will generally not be 
required unless Council or staff with the appropriate delegated authority is of the 
opinion it may impact on an adjoining property and submissions were received to 
the original application.” 
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Taking the above into consideration, it is evident that the proposed modifications can be 
assessed under the parameters of Section 4.55(1A) of the EP&A Act and is therefore 
submitted to Council for approval.  
 
5.2 RELEVANT ISSUES UNDER EPA REGULATION 2000 
 
Clause 115 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000 sets out 
additional requirements that all modification applications must comply with. The relevant 
requirements and how they have been complied with are set out in the following table: 
 
CLAUSE 115 REQUIREMENTS COMMENT 
(1) An application for modification of a development consent under section 4.55 (1), 
(1A) or (2) or 4.56(1) of the Act must contain the following information: 
(a) the name and address of the applicant, See applicant 

information provided 
within the Planning 
Portal. 

(b) a description of the development to be carried out under 
the consent (as previously modified), 

Described within 
Section 1. 

(c) the address, and formal particulars of title, of the land on 
which the development is to be carried out, 

See applicant 
information provided 
within the Planning 
Portal. 

(d) a description of the proposed modification to the 
development consent, 

Described within 
Section 3 and 4. 

(e) a statement that indicates either:  
(i) that the modification is merely intended to correct a 
minor error, misdescription or miscalculation, or 
(ii) that the modification is intended to have some other 
effect, as specified in the statement, 

Discussed within 
Section 5. 

(f) a description of the expected impacts of the modification, Discussed within 
Section 5. 

(g) an undertaking to the effect that the development (as to be 
modified) will remain substantially the same as the 
development that was originally approved, 

Discussed within 
Section 5. 

(g1)  in the case of an application that is accompanied by a 
biodiversity development assessment report, the reasonable 
steps taken to obtain the like-for-like biodiversity credits 
required to be retired under the report to offset the residual 
impacts on biodiversity values if different biodiversity credits 
are proposed to be used as offsets in accordance with the 
variation rules under the Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016, 

N/A 

(h) if the applicant is not the owner of the land, a statement 
signed by the owner of the land to the effect that the owner 
consents to the making of the application (except where 
the application for the consent the subject of the 
modification was made, or could have been made, without 
the consent of the owner), 

See applicant 
information provided 
within the Planning 
Portal. 

(i) a statement as to whether the application is being made to 
the Court (under section 4.55) or to the consent authority 
(under section 4.56), 

N/A 
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5.3 RELEVANT ISSUES UNDER SECTION 4.15C 
 
Under Section 4.15C of the EP&A Act 1979, the following matters need be considered as 
part of the assessment of the modification: 
 
(a)(i) the provisions of any environmental planning instrument 
 
5.3.1 Wyong Local Environmental Plan 2013 (WLEP 2013) 
 
The proposed modifications to the development are not inconsistent with any 
Environmental Planning Instruments (EPI), particularly the Wyong LEP 2013 as follows: 
 

 The proposed allotments continue to be permissible within the R2 Low Density 
Residential Zone;  

 The modified subdivision will continue to achieve the objectives of the R2 Low 
Density Residential Zone; 

 The proposed allotments continue to achieve the 450m2 minimum lot size required 
under Clause 4.1; and 

 No changes are proposed to the development footprint and as such, no other 
matters under the LEP require further consideration. 

 
5.3.2 State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPPs) 
 
The proposed modifications to the development are not inconsistent with any other SEPPs.  
 
(a)(ii) the provisions of any draft environmental planning instruments 
 
The Draft Central Coast Local Environmental Plan 2018 was put on public exhibition in 
December 2018. No changes are proposed to the subject site with regards to zoning or 
minimum lot size, and as such, the proposed development is consistent with this 
document. 
 
(a)(iii) any development control plans 
 
5.3.3 Wyong Development Control Plan (DCP) 2013 – Part 4 Subdivision 
 
The proposed modifications do not alter the way in which the development was originally 
assessed against the Wyong DCP with the following exceptions:  
 
Lot Width 
 
Two (2) lots propose a lot width less than 15m as follows: 
 

 Lot 215: 13.1m (13% variation); and  
 Lot 241: 14.5m (3% variation). 

 
Whilst the controls within a DCP are not mandatory, where a development does not 
comply with a control, it must prove that it continues to achieve the objectives of the 
control.  
 
In this case, the objectives of the Lot Size controls are: 
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Lots are to have sufficient area and take into account opportunities: 
 
 To enable water and energy efficient design of buildings and services. 
 
All lots continue to have ample space to accommodate a dwelling which will be able to 
comply with BASIX in terms of water and energy efficiency especially given the lots 
east/west orientation.  
 
 To encourage waste minimisation, collection and disposal. 
 
All lots continue to have ample space to accommodate the standard Council bins and 
ample frontage for collection purposes. 
 
 To assist conservation of habitat for native fauna and flora. 
 
Increasing the allotment width would have no bearing on the ability to retain significant 
vegetation as all vegetation with the residential footprint has been approved to be 
removed.  
 
 To retain of significant natural features. 
 
Increasing the allotment width would have no bearing on the ability to retain significant 
natural features. The only significant natural feature across the site are the 1st and 2nd order 
watercourses which will remain unaffected by the proposed modifications.  
 
 To ensure privacy and security of residents. 
 
The minor nature of the non-compliance will have no impact on future residents’ 
privacy/security. 
 
 To preserve local character. 
 
The minor nature of the non-compliance will have no impact on the local character given 
multiple recent developments within the Hamlyn Terrace suburb have lot widths less than 
15m.  
 
Taking the above into consideration, lots with a width of less than 15m are still considered 
to achieve the objectives of the lot size controls.  
 
Corner Lots 
 
The following table describes the proposed corner allotments which do not meet the 
700m2 requirement. A column has also been provided for the Draft DCP corner lot size of 
600m2 which is considered relevant as it illustrates Council’s acknowledgement towards 
smaller lots:  

 
 

Proposed Lot Area (m2) Variation % Variation 
to 600m2 % 

216 646.3 53.7 8% complies complies 
217 606.4 93.6 13% complies complies 

Average 626.4 73.6 10.5% complies complies 
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There are no objectives listed for corner lot sizes; however, it is assumed that the control is 
in place to ensure adequate area for future dwellings without impacting on sight lines and 
also to accommodate future dual-occupancy development given that 700m2 is the 
minimum lot size for this type of development on a corner allotment under DCP Chapter 
2.3. 
 
Given that the proposed corner lots meet the Draft DCP requirements, they are 
considered appropriate. In addition to this, it is noted that the Low Rise Housing Diversity 
Code applies a minimum lot size of 400m2 to dual occupancies and the Draft Central 
Coast LEP applies a minimum lot size of 550m2. This points to the fact that Council’s current 
lot size standards are out of line with current planning policy and therefore do not 
facilitate affordable housing or efficient use of residentially zoned land. 
 
Despite not achieving the minimum lot size, the other requirements for corner allotments 
under Part 4, Section 4.1.2 are complied with as follows: 
 
a. Corner lots shall have a minimum area of 700m2 for the purpose of providing 

adequate area for addressing dual streetscape impacts, privacy issues, setback 
implications and intersection sight lines. The larger area will also provide opportunities 
for sub dividable corner lot Dual Occupancies. 

 
As discussed above, the corner lot size control is of step with current dwelling design and 
market conditions. Numerous corner lots throughout the local area are significantly smaller 
than 700m2 and are able to accommodate a wide variety of house designs.  
 
b. Safe intersection sight distance and essential sight distance are to be provided in 

accordance with Austroads Part 5 and 6 for conventional intersections and 
roundabouts respectively. 

 
All corner lots continue to provide ample road frontage to ensure future dwellings comply 
with this requirement.  
 
c. A 5 metres x 5 metres corner boundary splay shall be provided on every corner lot to 

improve sight lines for vehicles and pedestrians. 
 
Each corner lot has been designed in accordance with this requirement.  
 
d. Driveways for corner lots at non-signalised intersections are to be set back as far as 

possible from the intersection, and must be a minimum of 6 metres from the tangent 
point of the kerb return. 

 
Discussed above. 
 
Taking the above into consideration, corner lots with an area of less than 700m2 are still 
considered to achieve the objectives of the lot size controls. 
 
(a)(iv) any matters prescribed by the regulations 
 
There are no matters prescribed by the regulations relevant to the application. 
 
 (b) the likely impacts of the development 
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Context and Setting 
 
The proposed amendments continue to provide a wide variety of allotment sizes within a 
growing residential area within the same footprint as previous approved. With this in mind, 
the proposed amendments continue to fit within the context and setting of the locality.  
 
Access, Transport and Traffic 
 
The proposed modifications have no impact on matters of access, transport or traffic as 
originally approved.  
 
Landscaping 
 
Landscaping throughout the entire subdivision will continue as approved under the 
original consent.  
 
Utilities 
 
The proposed modifications have no impact on any existing/approved utilities as originally 
approved.  
 
Stormwater, Drainage and Water Quality 
 
The proposed modifications have no impact on matters of stormwater, drainage or water 
quality as originally approved.  
 
Flora and Fauna 
 
The proposed amendments will not increase impacts upon flora and fauna, noting that 
the development footprint will remain as approved.  
 
Natural Hazards 
 
As the development footprint will remain the same, flooding and bushfire will have no 
more impact than as originally assessed. 
 
Social & Economic Impacts 
 
The proposed amended subdivision layout accommodates a more efficient layout for the 
adjoining development and therefore facilitates the provision of affordable allotments.  
 
Site Design and Internal Design 
 
The overall site design generally remains the same under the proposed amendments 
albeit with some minor internal lot boundary adjustments. The road layout, number of lots 
and landscaping will be unaffected by the proposal and the site in general will continue 
to provide a wide variety of lot sizes. 
 
(c) the suitability of the site for the development 
 
The subject site remains entirely suitable for the approved subdivision due to its residential 
zoning, the cleared nature of the site, its gentle grade and proximity to public transport 
and support services.  
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(d) any submissions made in accordance with the Act or regulations 
 
As discussed above, the proposed modifications would not require notification.   
 
(e) the public interest 
 
It is considered that the proposed modification is in the public interest given that it 
accommodates a better range of allotments over the adjoining development which 
include smaller more affordable lots within the same subdivision envelope. 
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6.0 Conclusion 
 
Having regard for the provisions of Section 4.55(1A) of the EP&A Act, it is considered that 
the amended proposal will have minor (if any) environmental impacts and is substantially 
the same development as that originally approved by Council in 2008.  
 
The proposed modifications continue to comply with all requirements of the Wyong LEP 
2013, and propose no additional variations to the Wyong DCP 2013 over and above those 
already approved. Where variations are proposed, it has been comprehensively 
demonstrated that the objectives of the control are nonetheless achieved. In this regard, 
the size, shape and orientation of allotments will allow for the construction of a wide range 
of housing types as encouraged under the LEP, without increasing the subdivision 
footprint.  
 
The proposed amended subdivision has been developed in accordance with the heads 
of consideration under Section 4.15 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 
1979 and is considered to warrant Council approval. 
 
Council is therefore requested to amend development consent DA/771/2007/B in the 
manner identified within the report. 


